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a b s t r a c t
Moore automata represent a model that has many applications. In this paper we define a
notion of coherent nondeterministic Moore automaton (NMA) and show that such amodel
has the same computational power of the classical deterministic Moore automaton. We
consider also the problem of constructing the minimal deterministic Moore automaton
equivalent to a given NMA. We propose an algorithm that is a variant of Brzozowski’s
minimization algorithm in the sense that it is essentially structured as reverse operation
and subset construction performed twice. Moreover, we explore more general classes of
NMA and analyze the applicability of the algorithm. For some of such classes the algorithm
does not return the minimal equivalent deterministic automaton.
© 2012 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
In this paper we consider finite-state automata with output, i.e. automata viewed as computers of functions, not as
recognizers of languages. Moore automata are the simplest model of such automata. A Moore automaton is a deterministic
finite-statemachinewhose output values are determined by its current state.Moore automata are named for Edward Forrest
Moorewho first studied them in 1956 (cf. [19]). An acceptor, i.e. a deterministic automaton recognizing languages (DFA), can
be considered as a particular Moore automaton having a binary output {No, Yes}. So, in acceptors we distinguish between
accepting states (states with the output Yes) and rejecting states (states with the output No).
The notion of nondeterministic acceptorswas introduced by Rabin and Scott in [20]. A nondeterministic acceptor (NFA) is
a machine with many choices, in the sense that for a given input string, it may exhibit several different transition sequences
(paths). An input string is accepted if at least one of the possible paths, defined by the input, leads to an accepting state
(winning path). In the literature, there exist several notions of nondeterminism also for automata with output, and in
particular for Moore automata, that have been introduced in specific areas and are often motivated by specific applications
(see [8,24,15,17,25], for instance).
In this paper we are interested in a notion of nondeterministic Moore automaton (NMA) that takes into account its
behavior as computer of functions. In particular, we introduce the model of NMA satisfying some properties that make
it a coherent NMA. We prove that such a model has the same computational power of the classical deterministic Moore
automaton (DMA). In fact, by using an adaptation of the subset construction, we prove that for each coherent NMA it is
possible to construct an equivalent DMA (i.e. that computes the same function). In this sense, our nondeterministic model
can be viewed as amore succinct representation of a function with respect to the equivalent deterministic automaton, since
it can be exponentially smaller.
In this paper we face also with the problem of simulating a coherent NMA by the minimal equivalent DMA. In order to
solve such a problemwe define a minimization algorithm that is a variant of Brzozowski’s algorithm (cf. [2]). This approach
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is not immediate since Brzozowski’s algorithm has been introduced for nondeterministic acceptors in which there is an
asymmetry on the outputs: the output Yes, corresponding to a winning path, is privileged with respect to the output
No, corresponding to a non-winning path. In Moore automata we do not distinguish between winning paths and non-
winning paths, so there is no privileged output symbol. As for Brzozowski’s algorithm, the method we propose is essentially
structured on the operations of reverse and subset construction performed twice but such operations in the context ofMoore
automata assume different meanings.
Finally, we study the applicability of our method to more general classes of nondeterministic Moore automata. In
particular, we consider NMAs for which the coherence properties are weakened. We show that for some of such classes
the algorithm returns the minimal equivalent deterministic automaton. For other classes it provides a smaller automaton
but not necessarily the minimal one.
The paper is organized as follows. In the first section we give the definition of the coherent nondeterministic Moore
automaton and show that such a model is computationally equivalent to the classical deterministic Moore automaton. The
second section is devoted to the definition of the variant of Brzozowski’s algorithm to construct the minimal deterministic
Moore automaton equivalent to a given coherent nondeterministic Moore automaton. We prove the correctness of the
method and we show that a coherent NMA can be exponentially smaller than the minimal equivalent DMA. In the last
section we consider larger classes of nondeterministic Moore automata in connection to the behavior of the variant of the
Brzozowski’s algorithm.
2. Nondeterministic Moore automata
A Moore automaton is a classical notion (cf. [19]) in the Theory of Automata. It is an automaton with output because an
output is associated with each state and the system emits an output as a function of a given input. Because of its several
applications in many areas, as for instance system modeling, natural languages processing, system verification, machine
learning (cf. [15,7,16], for instance), it was useful to introduce some elements of nondeterminism in such a computational
model for a more compact representation.
In this paper wewould highlight the computational aspect of aMoore automaton, and in particular its ability to compute
functions. Then, in this section, we introduce a notion of nondeterministic Moore automaton with two properties related to
this goal.
A nondeterministic Moore automaton (denoted by NMA) is a systemA = (Σ,Γ , I,∆, λ) whereΣ = {σ1, σ2, . . . , σh} is
the set of input symbols, Γ = {γ1, γ2, . . . , γk} is the set of output symbols (also called colors), Q is the set of states, I ⊆ Q
is the set of initial states, ∆ ⊆ Q × Σ × Q is the set of the transitions ofA. Finally, λ : Q → Γ is a partial output function
that assigns a color to some states of the automaton. The set Q \ dom(λ) contains the not colored states, i.e. the states that
do not output any symbol. In the literature, if λ is a partial function the automaton is also called output-incomplete (cf. [3],
for instance).
By the triple (p, σ , q) (with σ ∈ Σ) we denote the transition from the state p to the state q labeled by σ . A path π ofA
labeled by the word v = v1v2 . . . vn ∈ Σ∗ is a sequence {(qi, vi, qi+1)}i=1,...,n of consecutive transitions. We say that π is
colored if λ(qn+1) is defined and we call it the color of π . If q1 is an initial state and λ is defined for qn+1, we say that λ(qn+1)
is an output produced by v.
A word v is applicable for the state q if there exists at least a path π labeled by v starting from q. A word v is applicable
for the automaton A if it is applicable for at least an initial state. To each applicable word v of A we can associate many
paths labeled by v. We denote by L(A) the language of all applicable words of A. A nondeterministic Moore automaton is
complete (or input-complete) if the language L(A) is equal toΣ∗. In this paper we consider NMAs not necessarily complete.
In the literature, such automata are also called input-incomplete (cf. [3] and references therein).
We say that the NMAA = (Σ,Γ ,Q , I,∆, λ) is coherent if it verifies the following two properties.
Property 1. For each applicable word v ofA there exists at least a colored path labeled by v.
Property 2. For each applicable word v ofA all the colored paths labeled by v have the same color.
In what follows we denote by c-NMA a coherent NMA.
Remark 1. One can deduce that in a c-NMA at least one initial state must be colored and all colored initial states must have
the same color.
From the definition it follows that a c-NMA implicitly defines a partial function fA fromΣ∗ to Γ that to each applicable
word v of A associates a color that is the color of an associated colored path. The domain of the function is the language
L(A). Equivalently, we can say that the c-NMA A induces a partition of L(A) into the languages {Li}1≤i≤k where Li(A) =
{w ∈ L(A) | fA(w) = γi}.
Observe that a classical deterministic Moore automaton (DMA) is a special case of nondeterministic Moore automaton
where∆ is a function (not necessarily total and often denoted by δ) from Q ×Σ to Q , |I| = 1 and λ is a total function. Note
that the coherent NMA is amodel that takes an intermediate place between NMA and DMA because, in someway eliminates
in a NMA the nondeterminism connected to the output.
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Fig. 1. A coherent nondeterministic Moore automatonA (a) and the equivalent DMA obtained by applying the NMA-subset construction onA (b).
Fig. 2. Two minimal equivalent c-NMAs.
Example 1. In Fig. 1(a) a coherent NMA A = (Σ,Γ ,Q , I,∆, λ) is depicted, where Q = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6}, I = {1, 2},
Σ = {a, b, c}, Γ = {Red,Green, Yellow}, λ(2) = λ(6) = Red, λ(4) = Yellow, λ(5) = Green. Output symbols are denoted
with the initial letter of the color. The language of applicable words is L(A) = (a+ c)∗(b+ bb)(a+ c)∗ + (a+ c)∗.
We say that two coherent NMAs A,B are equivalent if they define the same functions fA and fB , or equivalently
L(A) = L(B) and the induced partition is the same (up to renaming the output symbols). A c-NMA is minimal if it has
minimal number of states among its equivalent ones. As in the case of nondeterministic acceptors (i.e recognizing regular
languages), such a minimal nondeterministic model could be not unique. See Fig. 2 for an example.
Example 2. Let us consider the c-NMAsA1 = (Σ1,Γ1,Q1, I1,∆1, λ1) andA2 = (Σ2,Γ2,Q2, I2,∆2, λ2) depicted in Fig. 2.
In these automataΣ1 = Σ2 = {a, b}, Γ1 = Γ2 = {Red,Green}, Q1 = Q2 = {1, 2, 3}, I1 = I2 = {1, 3}, λ1(2) = λ2(2) = Red,
λ1(3) = λ2(3) = Green. It is easy to verify that both A1 and A2 are minimal. Moreover, L(A1) = L(A2) and both the
automata induce the same partition into the languages LRed = a+ and LGreen = b∗ + a+b+.
Given an NMAA = (Σ,Γ ,Q , I,∆, λ) one can pose the following problems:
1. to decide whether a NMAA is coherent;
2. ifA is a coherent NMA, to find an equivalent DMA.
The following Propositions 1 and 2 give an answer to both the problems. Firstly, we describe an operation that is an
adaptation of the subset construction for NFA and it will be fundamental also in the next section.
We can associate to the NMA A = (Σ,Γ ,Q , I,∆, λ) the labeled colored state graph G = (NG, EG, λG) that is obtained
from A by neglecting the information about the initial states. The elements of NG are called nodes or states of G and they
are colored as inA. Moreover, the color and the label of a path in G are defined as for the respective path inA.
The subset construction takes as input a labeled graph G = (NG, EG) and a set P of subsets of NG. It produces a graph
sub(G, P) = (Nd, Ed) in which the states are subsets of states of G accessible by the elements of P . Such an operation is
described in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1: Subset Construction on the pair (G = (NG, EG), P)
1 Nd = P Ed = ∅ W = Nd
2 whileW ≠ ∅ do
3 extract p fromW
4 for a ∈ Σ do
5 q = {q | (p, a, q) ∈ EG, p ∈ p}
6 Ed = Ed ∪ {(p, a, q)}
7 if q /∈ Nd then
8 W = W ∪ {q}
9 Nd = Nd ∪ {q}
10 return sub(G, P) = (Nd, Ed)
Note that the subset construction on the pair (G, P) can induce a subset construction on NMAs. In particular, given an
NMA A = (Σ,Γ ,Q , I,∆, λ), let G = (NG = Q , EG = ∆) be its state graph and sub(G, P) = (Nd, Ed), with P ⊆ Q , the
graph obtained by applying the subset construction on the pair (G, P). We define subP(A) = (Σd,Γd,Qd, Id,∆d, λd), where
Σd = Σ , Γd = Γ , Qd = Nd ⊆ P (Q ),∆d = Ed, Id = P and λd is the subset coloring function defined as follows: λd(p) = γi if
p ∈ Qd contains at least a state of Q colored by γi and it does not contain states of different color.
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In subP(A) the states are subsets of states of A and in particular Qd is the set of all accessible states from the subsets
(states) in P . Note that, by construction, given p ∈ Qd and a ∈ Σ there exists at most one q such that (p, a, q) ∈ ∆d, so that
∆d is a function from Qd × Σ to Qd. Furthermore, ∆d could be partial and this means that the empty set is not accessible
from P .
When P = {I} we obtain the automaton sub{I}(A) that we call NMA-subset construction of A. In such a case the con-
struction works like the accessible subset construction defined for the acceptors. In particular, sub{I}(A) = (Σ,Γ ,Qd, q0,
∆d, λd) in which q0 = I and Qd are the states that are reachable from q0. Note that, since sub{I}(A) has a unique initial state
and ∆d is a function, the automaton is deterministic but in general its coloring function is not total. Fig. 1(b) reports the
automaton sub{I}(A) obtained by applying the NMA-subset construction to the automatonA depicted in Fig. 1(a). By using
next proposition, we can conclude that ifA is a c-NMA then sub{I}(A) is a DMA.
Proposition 1. A nondeterministic Moore automatonA = (Σ,Γ ,Q , I,∆, λ) is coherent if and only if sub{I}(A) = (Σ,Γ ,Qd,
q0,∆d, λd) is a deterministic Moore automaton.
Proof. It follows from the fact thatA is a coherent NMA if and only if the subset coloring function λd is a total function with
respect to L(A). In fact, each set of Qd contains at least a colored state of Q and cannot contain any state of Q of different
color. Moreover, by construction,∆d is a function. 
Proposition 2. LetA = (Σ,Γ ,Q , I,∆, λ) be a c-NMA. The automataA and sub{I}(A) are equivalent.
Proof. The statement follows from the fact that, by construction, A and sub{I}(A) have the same applicable language as
well as the induced partition into colored languages. 
We remark that in [25] a subset construction with other coloring function with values in a larger output alphabet is
presented.
LetA = (Σ,Γ ,Q , q0, δ, λ) be aDMAwith initial state q0. The function δ can be recursively extended to a partial function
from Q ×Σ∗ to Q as follows. Let q ∈ Q , w ∈ Σ∗ and a ∈ Σ , we define δ(q, ϵ) = q and δ(q, aw) = δ(δ(q, a), w), if δ(q, a)
is defined.
The notion of minimality of a DMA is connected to an equivalence relation among states of Q as follows (cf. [19]). Firstly,
we say that two state p, q ∈ Q are distinguishable if, either there exists w ∈ Σ∗ that is applicable for p or for q but not for
both, or there exists w ∈ Σ∗ applicable for both and λ(δ(p, w)) ≠ λ(δ(q, w)). We say p, q ∈ Q to be indistinguishable and
we write p ∼ q if for eachw ∈ Σ∗ that is applicable for both, we have λ(δ(p, w)) = λ(δ(q, w)). It is easy to prove that the
indistinguishability is an equivalence relation in Q .
By using such a relation, a reduced automaton can be constructed from a given DMA and it is possible to prove that such
an automaton is the minimal equivalent. Note that the minimal DMA equivalent to a given DMA is unique (cf. [19]) up to
isomorphism.
An example ofminimization of an output-incomplete deterministic automaton canbe found in [3]whereMoore’smethod
is described. An approach by using another equivalence relation is proposed in [22]. Very recently, an implementation of a
minimization algorithm based on an operation of gluing two states and on a representation by transition list is considered
(cf. [21]).
3. A variant of Brzozowski’s minimization algorithm on c-NMAs
The main goal of this paper is to address the problem of minimizing a coherent nondeterministic Moore automaton i.e. to
search for the minimal equivalent DMA.
Let A = (Σ,Γ ,Q , I,∆, λ) be a c-NMA, where Σ is the set of input symbols, Γ = {γ1, γ2, . . . , γk} is the set of colors,
Q is the set of states, I ⊆ Q is the set of initial states, ∆ ⊆ Q × Σ × Q is the set of the transitions of A, λ is the coloring
function.
3.1. Description of the algorithm
In this subsection we propose an algorithm, inspired by Brzozowski’s algorithm (cf. [2,13]), to minimize a c-NMA. We
consider the labeled colored state graph G = (NG, EG, λG) associated toA.
In previous section we defined the subset construction of a labeled state graph starting from a set P of subsets of states.
Such an operation, together with another operation defined in this section, will be the fundamental steps of the algorithm.
Given a labeled state graph G we call reverse of G (denoted by rev(G)) the graph obtained by inverting the edges of G. If
G is colored, rev(G) inherits the same coloring. Note that if we specify the set of initial states, an NMA whose state graph is
rev(G) is produced.
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The reverse operation on a colored graph is described in Algorithm 2.
Algorithm 2: Reverse operation on G = (NG, EG, λG)
1 Nr = NG λr = λG Er = ∅
2 for (p, a, q) ∈ EG do
3 Er = Er ∪ {(q, a, p)}
4 return rev(G) = (Nr , Er , λr)
We describe now Algorithm 3 that minimizes the c-NMA A. As well as for Brzozowski’s algorithm applied to an NFA,
our algorithm is based on four phases that use reverse operation and subset construction that are variants of operations
defined for the acceptors. Note that the intermediate steps of the algorithm produce graphs whose nodes are subsets or set
of subsets of states that we denote by p, q, s, . . . and p, q, s, . . . , respectively.
Algorithm 3: Minimization ofA = (Σ,Γ ,Q , I,∆, λ)
1 G = state graph of A
2 R = (NR, ER, λR)← rev(G)
3 for j = 1, . . . , |Γ | do
4 Ij = {q ∈ NR | λR(q) = γj}
5 P = {Ij}|Γ |j=1
6 D = (ND , ED)← sub(R, P)
7 for j = 1, . . . , |Γ | do
8 λD(Ij) = γj
9 F = (NF , EF , λF )← rev(D) /* D = (ND , ED , λD) */
10 m0 = {q ∈ NF | q ∩ I ≠ ∅}
11 (NM, EM)← sub(F , {m0})
12 for p ∈ NM do
13 if p ∩ P = Ij then
14 λM(p) = γj
15 AM = (Σ,Γ ,NM, {m0}, EM, λM)
16 returnAM
The first step (line 2) of the algorithm takes as input the labeled colored state graph G associated with A and produces
the colored labeled graphR = (NR, ER, λR) that is the reverse of G.
The second step (lines 3 - 8) consists of the subset construction on the pair (R, {Ij}kj=1), where Ij = {q ∈ NR| λR(q) = γj},
followed by a coloring operation. We obtain a colored labeled graph D = (ND , ED , λD). The coloring operation is called
initial coloring and it is defined by λD : ND → Γ that is a partial coloring function with dom(λD) = {I1, I2, . . . , Ik},
λD(Ij) = γj, for each 1 ≤ j ≤ k.
The third step (line 9) takes as input the labeled colored graph D and produces its labeled colored reverse graph of D
named F = (NF , EF , λF ).
The last step (lines 10–14) consists of the subset construction on the pair (F , {m0}), wherem0 = {p ∈ NF | p∩ I ≠ ∅},
and a coloring operation. It produces a colored labeled graphM = (NM, EM, λM) in which the coloring operation, called
final coloring, is the function λM : NM → Γ that to each p ∈ NM associates λM(p) = γj if p contains exactly one set Ij.
In Lemma 5 we prove that the function λM is well defined and it is also a total coloring function. The line 15 defines the
automaton returned by the algorithm.
3.2. Correctness of the algorithm
In this subsectionwe prove that Algorithm 3 returns theminimal DMA equivalent to a given NMA. The following lemmas
state some properties regarding the graphs involved in the algorithm. The first lemma considers the graphD that is obtained
by the first subset construction of the algorithm. Lemma 5 is crucial to prove that Algorithm 3 produces an equivalent
minimal DMA starting from a c-NMA. Indeed, in its proof both the Properties 1 and 2 are fundamental.
Lemma 3. In the graphD , for each color γj and for each v ∈ Σ∗ there exists at most a path from Ij labeled by v.
Proof. The thesis follows from the fact that in the graph D the accessible part from each Ij is deterministic by
construction. 
The following lemma takes into account the graph F that is obtained by reversing the graphD .
Lemma 4. In the graph F , from each state p there exists at least a path leading to a state Ii for some color γi. Moreover, for each
color γj and for eachw ∈ Σ∗ there exists at most a unique state p from which there is a path labeled byw that leads to Ij.
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Proof. The first part of the lemma follows by the fact that the graph F is the reverse ofD and each state of p is accessible
from some state Ii. The second part is a consequence of Lemma 3. 
The following lemma allows to well define the coloring operation to the graphM.
Lemma 5. For each node p ∈ NM there exists exactly a unique j, ranging from 1 to k, such that Ij ∈ p.
Proof. Remind that each node ofM is obtained by a subset construction, so it is a set of nodes ofF . The case p = m0 follows
from Remark 1. In fact, let γi be the color of the colored initial states. By construction,m0 contains Ii and no other set Ih with
h ≠ i.
Let q be an accessible state and let w be the label of the path from m0 to q. This means that in the c-NMA A there is a
path labeled byw from an initial state p to a state q. Let γl be the color of such a path. Such a color exists becauseA satisfies
Property 1. By construction, in the graphD there is a path from Il labeled by the reverse of w to a set p that contains p. By
using Lemma 3, such a path is unique. So, in F there is a path from p to Il labeled by w. Since p contains a initial state p
then p belongs tom0. So, the set q contains Il. Moreover, q does not contain any other set Ih ≠ Il. In fact, if so, there would
exist p′ ∈ m0 such that the graph F contains a path from p′ to Ih labeled by w. This means that there exist inA two paths
having different colors from an initial state labeled byw. This fact contradicts the Property 2 of coherency of the NMA. 
Remark 2. Note that, by previous lemma, the set of colors ΓM is equal to Γ .
From the graphMwecan, naturally, obtain the deterministicMoore automatonAM = (ΣM ,ΓM ,QM , q0M , δM , λM)where
ΣM = Σ , ΓM = Γ , QM = NM , q0M = m0, δM is defined by EM , λM = λM .
Remark 3. It is easy to see thatAM is a DMA because it is obtained by a subset construction starting from a unique state.
The following theorems state thatAM is the minimal automaton equivalent toA.
Theorem 6. The deterministic Moore automatonAM is minimal.
Proof. We have to prove that for each pair of states p and q, they are distinguishable, i.e. either there existsw ∈ Σ∗ that is
applicable for p or for q but not for both, or there existsw applicable for both such that λM(δM(p, w)) ≠ λM(δM(q, w)).
Let us consider a pair of distinct states p and q inAM . It they have not the same applicablewords, they are distinguishable.
Hence, let us suppose that p and q have the same applicable words. Moreover we can suppose also that p and q have the
same color, in the other case the distinguishability follows.
Since such states are distinct we can suppose that there exists in p a subset p such that p /∈ q.
Recall that p is a node of the graph F , and by the first part of Lemma 4 there exists at least a color γ and a wordw such
that there exists a path labeled byw starting from p and leading to Iγ . Note that this means thatw is applicable for p in the
NMA associated withF , hencew is applicable also for p inAM . Let z be the state such that δM(p, w) = z. By using Lemma 5
the state z contains Iγ , then λM(z) = γ .
Sincew is applicable also for q, let us consider the path inAM labeled byw from q to a state t. By Lemma 5, the state t is
colored; let γ ′ be its color. By construction there exists in F a state q ∈ q such that q ≠ p and w is applicable for q and a
corresponding path has color γ ′.
If γ = γ ′, then there would be in F two different states having a path leading to the same Iγ . This fact contradicts the
second part of Lemma 4. Hence, there exists a word w applicable for both the states p and q such that the respective paths
have different color. Then, the states p and q are distinguishable. 
Theorem 7. The automataA andAM are equivalent.
Proof. We prove that for each i, ranging from 1 to k, w ∈ Li(A) if and only if w ∈ Li(AM). Let w ∈ Li(A) then there exists
a path (p1, w, pn) such that p1 ∈ I and λ(pn) = γi. There exists in D a path from Ii to a state p containing p1 labeled by
the reverse of w. Then there exists a path from p to Ii in F labeled by w. This means that there exists in AM a path from
the initial state m0 containing p to q containing Ii labeled by w. By Lemma 5, λM(q) = γi, hence w ∈ Li(AM). The same
reasoning in reverse order can be used to prove the vice versa. 
In the following example an execution of the minimization algorithm is described.
Example 3. In Fig. 3(a) the states graph G of A = (Σ,Γ ,Q , I,∆, λ), in which Q = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7}, I = {2},
Σ = {a, b, c}, Γ = {Red,Green, Yellow, Blue} and coloring function λ(1) = λ(2) = Red, λ(4) = Yellow, λ(5) = Blue
and λ(6) = Green. The language of applicable words is L(A) = aΣ∗ + ϵ. The automaton induces the partition of L(A)
in LRed = {w ∈ aΣ∗c | |w| is even} ∪ {ϵ}, LGreen = {w ∈ aΣ∗a | |w| is even}, LYellow = {w ∈ aΣ∗b | |w| is even},
LBlue = {w ∈ aΣ∗ | |w| is odd}. We apply the algorithm in order to obtain the minimal equivalent DMA. The first
step produces the colored labeled graph R depicted in Fig. 3(b). In the second step we determine four sets IGreen = {6},
IRed = {1, 2}, IYellow = {4} and IBlue = {5} and we compute the subset construction on the pair (R, {IGreen, IRed, IYellow, IBlue}).
After the initial coloring, the colored labeled graph D depicted in Fig. 4(a) is obtained. The third step consists of a reverse
operation onD and produces the colored labeled graphF depicted in Fig. 4(b). We renamed the states as follows,p1 = {6},
p2 = {1, 2, 4, 6}, p3 = {1, 2}, p4 = {3}, p5 = {1, 4, 6}, p6 = {4}, p7 = {2, 7}, p8 = {5}, p9 = {7}. Finally, in
the fourth step the graphM is obtained by a subset construction on (F , {p2,p3,p7}), since 2 ∈ p2 ∩ p3 ∩ p7, and the
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Fig. 3. A c-NMAAwith three colors (a) and the reverse of the state graph G ofA (b).
Fig. 4. The subset colored graphD ofR (a) and the reverse colored graph F ofD (b).
Fig. 5. The minimal DMAAM equivalent toA.
final coloring. In this graph, the states are denoted as follows: 1 = {p2,p3,p5,p7,p9}, 2 = {p2,p3,p7}, 3 = {p4,p8},
4 = {p1,p2,p5,p7,p9}, 5 = {p2,p5,p6,p7,p9}. The coloring function is λM(1) = λM(2) = Red because the only colored
set they contain is C that has color Red in F , λM(3) = Blue, λM(4) = Yellow, λM(5) = Green, analogously. The minimal
DMA AM = (Σ,Γ ,QM , q0,∆M , λM) obtained by such a graph is depicted in Fig. 5, where QM = NM , q0 = 2, ∆M = EM ,
λM = λM .
3.3. Notes on the time complexity of the algorithm
In this paper we propose an algorithm to construct theminimal deterministic Moore automaton equivalent to a coherent
nondeterministic one. Such an algorithm sounds like Brzozowski’s minimization method that works on NFAs in the sense
that it is essentially structured on the operations of reverse and subset construction performed twice.
Recall that Brzozowski’s algorithm applied to an NFA has a time complexity that is exponential in the worst case due
to the subset constructions. Analogously, for NMAs the time complexity of Brzozowski’s method described in this paper is
exponential in the worst case. For instance, the Example 4 describes a Moore automaton which falls in such a situation.
Such a complexity is involved in the analysis of the scalability, with respect to the size of a given NMA, of the size of the
minimal equivalent DMA. It would be useful to investigate how the distribution of colors among the states and the density
of transitions (i.e. the density of transitions per input letter with respect to the total states) of a given NMA affect the size of
the minimal DMA.
Example 4. Fig. 6 shows the coherent NMA A = (Σ,Γ ,Q , I,∆, λ) where Q = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10}, I = {1, 8},
Σ = {a, b}, Γ = {Red,Green, Yellow} and coloring function λ(4) = Green, λ(7) = Yellow, λ(8) = λ(9) = λ(10) = Red.
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Fig. 6. A coherent nondeterministic Moore automaton for which the size of the minimal equivalent DMA is exponential.
One can see that for such an automaton the NMA-subset construction returns a DMA with exponential number of states.
Moreover, also the minimal DMA produced by Algorithm 3 has exponential size.
Some experimental results provided in [23,25] show that in order to construct the minimal DFA equivalent to a given
NFA, Brzozowski’s algorithm is better in terms of running time for NFAs with high transition densities than the subset
construction followed by Hopcroft’s algorithm (cf. [11]). Such results could be confirmed also in case of Moore automata.
Indeed, Hopcroft’s algorithm, similarly to the Moore’s minimization algorithm, could be also extended to the deterministic
Moore automata. It would be useful to find and compare the exact costs (or their upper bounds) of the two transformations.
Some results on the worst cases of the two minimization algorithms applied on acceptors are in [5,1,6,4].
4. A coherent NMA in the setting of nondeterministic automata
In this section we want explain how coherent automata find a natural collocation in the context of the nondeterministic
automata. Furthermore, we want to analyze which kind of concepts and results we obtain when we weaken the definition
of coherent automaton by eliminating one of the two characterizing properties. Recall that, as defined in Section 2, an NMA
A = (Σ,Γ ,Q , I,∆, λ) is coherent if it satisfies the following two properties:
Property 1 For each applicable word v ofA there exists at least a colored path labeled by v.
Property 2 For each applicable word v ofA all the colored paths labeled by v have the same color.
4.1. Nondeterministic acceptors
In this subsections we look over the relationship between the coherent NMAmodel and two classes of nondeterministic
acceptors.
Remark that a coherent NMA cannot be considered as a generalization of an NFA. Let us encode by Yes the acceptance
and by No the rejection. If we consider as output alphabet Γ = {Yes}, i.e. the acceptance is colored and the rejection is not
colored, they are not coherent since Property 1 fails because there can exist some words for which all the paths are not
colored (rejected words). On the other hand, if we consider as output alphabet Γ = {No, Yes} they are not coherent because
this time Property 2 does not hold. Indeed for some accepted words there can exist some paths leading to a rejecting state.
In the literature, there exists a model of nondeterministic acceptors called self-verifying automata (see for instance [12])
that are a particular case of nondeterministic Moore automata. Such automata are a variant of nondeterministic acceptors in
which computation paths can give three types of answers: Yes, No and Don’t know. They are input-complete automata and
for each input string, at least one path must give answer Yes or No and for the same string cannot exist two paths producing
output Yes and No, respectively. By definition is clear that a self-verifying automaton is a coherent automaton in which
the output alphabet is Γ = {No, Yes}. The Don’t know output can be viewed as the absence of color and the paths of the
automaton cannot give contradictory answers. In [12] a conversion of a self-verifying automaton to a DFA is shown together
with the exact cost of such a simulation, in terms of the number of states. Such a deterministic automaton is not necessarily
the minimal one. By applying our minimization method, we directly simulate a self-verifying automaton by the minimal
equivalent DFA in which the output alphabet is Γ = {No, Yes}.
4.2. Semi-coherent nondeterministic Moore automata
In this subsection we pose the question of which computational model we obtain by considering a nondeterministic
Moore automaton over a generic output alphabet in which we maintain Property 2 and not Property 1. As mentioned in
previous subsection, they generalize NFAs, over a unary output alphabet, but not the self-verifying automata.
We say that an NMA is semi-coherent if it satisfies Property 2. The equivalence relation within the class of semi-coherent
NMAs generalizes the relation between c-NMAs, i.e. we say that two semi-coherent NMAs A and B are equivalent if they
induce the same partition of the colored applicable languages, i.e. fA = fB (recall that the function fA is a partial function
defined for all words for which there exists a colored path and in this case associates the respective color).
The next two propositions relate such a model both with the coherent NMA and with the deterministic model.
Proposition 8. The class of semi-coherent NMAs has a computational power greater than the class of coherent NMAs.
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Proof. In order to prove that there exist some functions that are computable by a semi-coherent NMA, but not by coherent
NMAs, we note that if w is a colored applicable word for a coherent NMA, every prefix of w is a colored applicable word,
too. Such a fact is strictly related with the Property 1, so it is overcome when only the Property 2 is satisfied. If we consider
the NMAA = (Σ,Γ ,Q , I,∆, λ)whereΣ = {a, b}, Γ = {Red}, Q = {1, 2}, I = {1},∆ = {(1, a, 1), (1, b, 1), (1, b, 2)} and
λ is defined only for the state 2 and λ(2) = Red, the language LRed = Σ∗b. It is easy to see that there cannot exist a c-NMA
having LRed as the language of its colored applicable word because, for instance, ϵ /∈ LRed. 
The following proposition shows that the family of semi-coherent NMAs has the same computational power of the
generalizedmodel defined also in [3] thatworks as a deterministicMoore automata but it is output-incomplete. Indeed, ifwe
apply the NMA-subset construction, defined in Section 2, to this kind of automaton, it produces a deterministic automaton
in which some not colored states can be maintained.
Proposition 9. An NMA A = (Σ,Γ ,Q , I,∆, λ) is semi-coherent if and only if sub{I}(A) = (Σ,Γ ,Qd, q0,∆d, λd) is a
deterministic automaton, eventually output-incomplete.
Proof. The statement follows from the fact that the subset coloring function λd is a total function if and only if Property 1
is satisfied. If not, the function λd is not defined for the states that are arrival states of paths labeled by applicable words
having no color. Moreover, by construction,∆d is a function, hence the automaton sub{I}(A) is deterministic. 
It is possible to prove that our variant of Brzozowski’s algorithm works also for semi-coherent NMAs; it is interesting to
note that, when the input automaton is an NFA, it coincides with the classical Brzozowski’s minimization algorithm.
As well as in the case of NMA-subset construction, the algorithm can produce an output-incomplete deterministic
automaton, but in any caseweobtain theminimal deterministic equivalent automaton as stated in the following proposition.
Proposition 10. Algorithm 3 applied to a semi-coherent NMAA produces an automatonAM that is equivalent toA. Moreover,
AM is minimal.
Proof. The statement can be proved by using similar argumentations as for Theorems 6 and 7 because one can verify that
light variants of Lemmas, Propositions and Theorems proved in Section 3.2 hold also when Property 1 is not verified. In
particular, one can prove a variant of Lemma 5 stating that for each node p ∈ NM there exists at most a unique j, ranging
from 1 to k, such that Ij ∈ p. Theorems 6 and 7 hold by considering the above defined equivalence relation between semi-
coherent NMAs that generalizes the equivalence relation between coherent NMAs. Note that in this case two states p and q
are distinguishable if either there existsw ∈ Σ∗ that is applicable for p or for q but not for both, or there existsw applicable
for both such that either λM(δM(p, w)) ≠ λM(δM(q, w)) or λ is not defined for both the states. 
In Example 5 we describe the output of the algorithm applied to a semi-coherent NMA.
Example 5. Fig. 7(a) shows the automaton A = (Σ,Γ ,Q , I,∆, λ), in which Q = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10}, I = {1, 6},
Σ = {a, b},Γ = {Red, Yellow, Blue} and the coloring partial function is defined asλ(2) = λ(7) = Blue,λ(4) = λ(9) = Red
and λ(5) = λ(10) = Yellow. Note that automaton is not coherent because Property 1 is not verified. Indeed, the word
ab has not colored path. The language of all colored applicable words is partitioned into the languages LBlue = {a, b},
LRed = (ab+ ba)Σ∗a and LYellow = (ab+ ba)Σ∗b. If we apply toA the NMA-subset construction we obtain the automaton
sub{I}(A) depicted in Fig. 7(b) that is a deterministic automaton equivalent to A because the partition of the colored
applicable language is the same but it is not a DMA because the states A, C and G are not colored. Furthermore, by applying
the Algorithm 3, we obtain the minimal equivalent deterministic automaton AM depicted in 7(c). Also in this case we do
not obtain a DMA because states 1 and 4 are not colored.
4.3. Nondeterministic Moore automata with ordered output
This subsection is devoted to consider the automata for which Property 2 is not satisfied, i.e. NMAs that are not semi-
coherent. We have as primary effect to loose the computational functionality of the automaton, because an input can
produce two different outputs. They generalize the NFAmodel viewed over a binary output alphabet. Note that, the coloring
function does not induce a partition on the language of colored applicable words, then searching for the minimal equivalent
deterministic automaton makes no sense. Furthermore, the NMA-subset construction applied to such a kind of automaton
produces a deterministic automaton whose colored applicable language is different. Indeed, if an applicable word produces
two different outputs in the original automaton then there is a subset in the NMA-subset construction that contains two
different colors so, by definition of λd, such a subset will be not colored.
Let us consider NMAs in which the output alphabet has an order relation (not necessarily total). Let (Γ , <) be a
partial ordered output alphabet, if α, β ∈ Γ and α < β we say that the color β predominates over the color α. If
A = (Σ,Γ ,Q , I,∆, λ) and w is an applicable word that produces two different comparable output α, β ∈ Γ , i.e.
w ∈ Lα(A) ∩ Lβ(A) ≠ ∅, then λ(w) is the predominant output between α and β . Such kind of automaton is able to
compute functions if Lα(A) ∩ Lβ(A) = ∅, for each pair of not comparable colors α and β . Note that it is possible to define a
subset construction for an NMAwith partial ordered output alphabet by defining a coloring function that associates to each
subset the predominant color among the colors of its states. Such a construction produces a deterministic automaton that
is equivalent to the original one in the sense that the partition of the language of all colored applicable words is the same.
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Fig. 7. A semi-coherent NMA A (a), the automaton sub{I}(A) produced by the NMA-subset construction (b), the minimal equivalent automaton AM
produced by Algorithm 3 (c).
Fig. 8. An NMAAwith ordered output (a) and the automatonAM returned by Algorithm 3 (b).
We remark that in the context of NMAs with ordered output, NFAs can be considered as NMAs over the binary ordered
alphabet Γ = {No, Yes} where No < Yes. The self-verifying automata are NMAs over the ternary ordered alphabet Γ =
{Don’t know,No, Yes}where Don’t know < Yes and Don’t know < No. Moreover, LYes ∩ LNo = ∅ and LDon’t know ⊆ LYes ∪ LNo.
More in general, a coherent NMA is an NMA over the alphabet Γ , for which the absence of color can be coded as a symbol
⊥∈ Γ , such that α >⊥, for each α ∈ Γ \ {⊥}, Lα ∩ Lβ = ∅, for each α, β ∈ Γ \ {⊥}, and L⊥ ⊆α∈Γ Lα .
However, if we consider a generic partial ordered alphabet (Γ , <) the variant of Brzozowski’s algorithm proposed in
this paper does not work for NMAs with output Γ . Indeed, Example 6 shows an automatonAwith ordered output and the
automatonAM returned by Algorithm 3 that is equivalent but not minimal.
Example 6. Fig. 8(a) shows the automaton A = (Σ,Γ ,Q , I,∆, λ), in which Q = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7}, I = {3, 5},
Σ = {a, b, c}. Moreover, the output alphabet Γ = {Green, Red, Yellow, Blue} is a total ordered set in which Green <
Red < Blue < Yellow and the coloring function is defined as λ(1) = λ(7) = Blue, λ(4) = Red and λ(6) = Yellow,
λ(2) = λ(3) = λ(5) = Green. Note that, for the automaton, Property 2 is not satisfied because, for instance, the applicable
word b is the label of two paths of different color Blue and Red, respectively. Hence, the color associated with b is Blue
because such a color is predominant with respect to Red. The language of all colored applicable words is partitioned into the
languages LGreen = {w ∈ Σ∗ | |w| is even}, LRed = Σ∗b, LBlue = {w ∈ Σ∗ | |w| is odd}, LYellow = Σ∗a.
If we apply Algorithm 3 we obtain the automaton depicted in Fig. 8(b) that is a deterministic automaton equivalent to
A because the partition of the colored applicable language is the same but it is not minimal because the states 1 and 4 are
indistinguishable.
The model of NMA with ordered output fits within a more general category of nondeterministic automata in which the
output has an algebraic structure. A model involved in this context is represented by Lattice Automata on Finite Words
defined in [14] in which the output alphabet has a lattice structure. Such automata are related to the very well known
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model of Weighted Automata. The problem of minimizing a deterministic lattice automaton is studied in [9]. Moreover, a
polynomial algorithm is known for deterministic weighted automata over tropical semiring [16,18,10].
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